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State of play: where are we?
 3 groups of countries with different stages in transposition.
 Legislation is necessary, but not sufficient => NRA role.
 Classical stumbling blocks to market opening.
 1 Jan 2011 and then what?
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Transposing the 3rd Postal Services Directive
Sweden
-proposed amendments to
the postal law
-government bill presented
Parliament
to in March2010

Ireland
-new legislation under
preparation
-public consultation based
on a Opinion Paper of the
Ministry

to Societé Anonyme
Spain
-draft law under
consultation
-legal basis for the
establishment of an
independent NRA
-transposition expected
during Q1, 2010

Portugal
-draft law under
preparation
-FMO foreseen by
January 2011
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United Kingdom
-postal bill dropped in July
2009
-new consultation on issues,
such as cost transparency,
affordability and definition of
USO

Estonia
Latvia
Denmark
area
--reserved
new postal
lawabolished
-FMO foreseen by 1
-new legislation
in force
approved
by
January 2011
from 1 Aprilin2009
Parliament
July
-new requirements Germany
under preparation
-process of amending its postal law 2009
-status and the scope of VAT
Lithuania
exemption under discussion
-two working groups
-minimum wages in the German
installed
postal sector: German courts, in the
Belgium
-draft law expected in April
Poland
-new postal law drafted last instance (Federal
2010
-draft
new
law
under
Administrative Court) have declared
early 2009
preparation
Regulationand public
-legislative procedures willthe relevant Ministerial
consultations
as incompatible with the
German
take place in
Austria -FMO foreseen
Slovakia for 2013
Constitution
2010
-new postal law-ongoing
in force implementation
-post offices andprocess
post (legal changes
The Czech Republic
boxes in residential
regarding hybrid)
Hungary
-implementing through
houses subject -studies
to furtheron the scope of the
-a new postal strategy
amendments to the
discussions
Service, financing
Slovenia Universal
under preparation
existing postal law
-post
closure
mechanism
-the
newoffice
Postal
Law
-followingetc.
Parliamentary
(process to start)
Bulgaria
subject
to
cumbersome
-FMO
envisaged
by moment
January
has been adopted in elections (at the
Romania
procedure
-postal
law in
force
from 3
2012
2009
-New
postal
law
under
only technical
November 2009 partially
-FMO envisaged by Government) the draft preparation
January 2011
Law should be presentedimplementing the 3rd
Postal Directive
-special focus on
"softening" authorization

The Netherlands
-FMO on 1 April
2009 through a new
Postal Act
-new Postal Law
adopted following
the agreement of
social partners on
employment

France
conditions
-French Postal Law has
been adopted
Luxemburg
-implementation of the-working group
installed to prepare
3rd Postal Directive and
draft law
the change of legal status
-FMO foreseen by
of La Poste
January 2013

Finland
-internal deadline for
amendments to the
postal law is February
2010
-new legislation to be in
place by autumn 2010

Italy
-postal reform under
consultation
-foreseen implementation date
of 31
December 2010

requirements

Malta
-bill for amendments
presented in the
parliament in
November 2009
-FMO foreseen by
January 2013

Greece
-draft law under preparation

Cyprus
-provisions of the
postal law under
preparation
-transposition is
foreseen by end
2011

Stumbling blocks: the classics
 NRA. NRA. NRA. NRA. NRA. NRA. NRA. NRA. NRA.
 USO: What? How? Who?
 RRC1: ‘shadow’ USO obligations.
 RRC2: sectoral CLAs are back in fashion.
 RRC3: this ancient VAT directive.
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NRA – the need for new roles
 Policing USO execution not ambitious enough.
 NRA to keep market power in check (retail pricing).
 NRA to facilitate and promote entry (access pricing).
 NRAs to ‘educate’ the NCAs.
 NRAs to closely cooperate at European level.
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USO – a microsurgery, not an atomic option
 Planners tend to ‘optimise efficient increments to USO’.
 So ‘clean’ definition of USO critical.
 Market failure or equity or what?
 Find a mechanism to reveal USO preferences/valuations.
 Find a least distortive financing mechanism.
 Do NOT impose ‘shadow’ USO obligations on entrants.
 Localised USO designation to promote entry?
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To a worm in horseradish, the world is horseradish!
(Malcolm Gladwell edition)

 We all want ‘extra chunky’ spaghetti
sauce – we just don't know it yet.
 Remember this Waldfogel paper
about Christmas presents waste?
 Transfer buying power from
grandma to junior => vouchers.
 Postal USO vouchers?!
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Of social dumpers and good employers
 Wage competition is the low hanging fruit for entrants.
 Strike the right balance: Postal Directive recital 16.
 CLA – negotiated, but ideally not at gun point.
 At a wage matching the post(wo)man skill set.
 Otherwise returns from education reduced (Lisbon?).
 And other socially useful occupations discouraged.
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CLA as a level playing field?
 CLA typically positively correlated with firm size.
 Smaller firms tend to choose labour-intensive technologies.
 Smaller firms are less able to pass-on cost increase.
 CLA raises (sunk) cost of entry => lower contestability.
 The more CLA, the more access regulation is needed.
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And VAT…
 It is sometimes distortive, but always a big mess.
 On net it depends on cost base and customer VAT status.
 Requires changes to VAT directive (under unanimity).
 Some guidance from ECJ (TNT ruling).
 Only improvements ‘at the margin’ currently possible:
¾ Tight definition of USO.
¾ Including VAT benefit into net USO cost calculations.
¾ Access regulation (~individually negotiated terms).
 In general, ‘public interest’ of VAT exemption unclear.
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1 Jan 2011 and then what?
 Recession a time to rethink business models (Aghion).
 Evolve from communications to delivery services.
 The future is a parcel => closer substitution with express?
 More Hayek, less Walras.
 Move beyond market additions to bloated USO.
 More experimental entry, less envelope theorems.
 Innovation and quality must be the central concern.
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